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in this video you can see murphy in level 3. on the left side of the screen you see the red and blue bags that
contain the electrons. you have to use a number of options to get rid of the scissors and take the electrons.
then you can see the red box where you have to put the numbers. if you do not put enough electrons you

have to eat the red box. it can be dangerous but you can eat that. the scissors will keep eating the electrons
until the top number is not enough to feed the top number and you will be eaten. you have to make sure to
have the right number of electrons in the right bag before you can eat the red box. murphy is just trying to

get to the exit. he is not a problem to solve, it is the scissors that are the problem. this is a first video of
supaplex and i hope you like it! in this video you can see murphy in level 6. on the left side of the screen you
see the red and blue bags that contain the electrons. you have to use a number of options to get rid of the
scissors and take the electrons. then you can see the red box where you have to put the numbers. if you do
not put enough electrons you have to eat the red box. it can be dangerous but you can eat that. the scissors

will keep eating the electrons until the top number is not enough to feed the top number and you will be
eaten. you have to make sure to have the right number of electrons in the right bag before you can eat the
red box. murphy is just trying to get to the exit. he is not a problem to solve, it is the scissors that are the

problem. this is a first video of supaplex and i hope you like it! 5ec8ef588b
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